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Aids: The Wicked Disease is a dramatic sketch written by a collection of authors and co-operating educators. A diverse group of illustrators have also contributed to this rich resource which uses messages, pictures, posters, charts, a quiz and a glossary to introduce children to valuable knowledge about HIV/AIDS. It is effective edutainment and children will learn how HIV/AIDS is transmitted; how to recognise the symptoms and which medications are used in its treatment.
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This is a beautifully illustrated and produced book following Sandra and Pato’s experiences during an outbreak of cholera in their community. Children will learn about the causes, treatment and prevention of the highly contagious (communicable) disease. Enriching the book are: a particularly good ending, the intentional inclusion of words in Kiswahili in a glossary of new words in English, a fact file, health tips, and a pictogram of the steps of hand-washing.
The Covid-19 pandemic is causing anxiety in both adults and children. Suddenly everything has changed. The book explains the Coronavirus while promoting strong family and community ties.
The book prepares children to cope with the “new normal” as they protect themselves against the virus. In this extraordinary time of the Covid-19 pandemic, this book of strong, bright illustrations and very simple text, will appeal to even the youngest children.
Speaking to the mental health of people living with disabilities, *Ability in Disability* should be told and re-told. It is a story of hope, of finding inclusion in day-to-day activities and of surpassing expectations to achieve one's dream.

It is an important story jointly written by 3 Kenyans seeking to promote inclusion, to introduce the Paralympics and the concept of events for the physically challenged. This inspiring book emphasises the centrality of parental support, educator support and encouragement, and in particular, the importance of role models: people who excel despite disabilities. A quiz at the end will help children remember lessons learned.
A little girl and her mother are outcasts in this wonderfully illustrated book. A plague, Shaka Risha, threatens to wipe out their village. Warriors sent to the land of spirits to find the cure, never return. Will Chadi, who courageously volunteers to go, return safely with the cure?

There is good dialogue here and rich pictures of life in the rural African setting. For each chapter, the book provides fun and educative tasks including – a nice surprise - a digital task.